




Time, Calendar, 



This illustration from a translation of Aristarchus 
work shows how he approached measuring the 
size of the Earth based the size of the Earth's 
shadow on the moon during a Lunar eclipse 

The Antikythera mechanism is an ancient analog 
computer[ designed to predict astronomical positions 
and eclipses for calendrical and astrological purposes,

Angle of sunbeam and the gnomons (vertical 
sticks) at Syene and Alexandria allowed 
Eratosthene to' estimate radius and 
circumference of Earth.

Observation of night sky has been a driver for natural sciences and  has allowed a better understanding of our planet!

Ancient Babylonians Used Geometry to Track the Planets.
in four ancient Babylonian cuneiform tablets, Jupiter’s 
displacement along the ecliptic is computed as the area of 
a trapezoidal figure obtained by drawing its daily 
displacement against time (Ossendrijver 2016)



http://geodesy.hartrao.ac.za/site/en/geodesy-equipment/radio-telescope-vlbi.html

Geodetic VLBI allows for accurate measurement of :
•        Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP) – UT1, polar motion, nutation, precession
•  Positions and velocities of sites occupied by VLBI antennas
•        Troposphericparameters – total and wet zenith path delays, meteorological data for stations



Scientific Reasoning

1

Observe
…and question  

2

Think..
…and may be understand

3

Verify
…that the thought 

was correct

Credit: P. Laudet



Copernicus' drawing of his system. He 
notes that Mars is far from its predicted 
position.

From Dante's (1265-1321) "The Divine 
Comedy

Using precise astronomical data, Kepler’s proposed a theory 
for the orbital motions of the  solar system bodies: Kepler’s
law of planetary oition

Ptolemy's model for planetary motion, with deferents (big spheres) and epicycles 
(small spheres).

Comparison of the calculated position of Mars with the 
Ptolemy/Copernicus systems, as carried out by Origanus, and its 
true position, as calculated by Kepler.(O. Gingerich, 1971)



Les 8 planètes du système solaire



Origins…



‘The Pilars of creation’
Eagle Nebula, M 16, Messier 16
Milky Way ~ 7000 light years
Constellation: Serpens Cauda

‘Our origins’…

The dust and gas in the pillars is seared by the intense radiation from young stars and eroded by 



‘The Pilars of creation’

4 light years

0.1-10 microns

‘Our origins’…

N. Altobelli



Source: ESA/ATG 

Medialab



…Some outstanding issues in Solar System 
formation…

??

Particle growth
N. Altobelli



Role of collisions in the Solar System history 

Collisional 

accretion 

Collisional 

disruption 

Planetesimal formation Planet formation 

Giant impacts Asteroid disruption 

Early phases 

Late phases 

… Role of collisions in the Solar System….

P. Michel



Solar System



..Stable and Orderly  System….



..Stable and Orderly  System….or not ?

If planets are formed where they are now: 
- Uranus and Neptune should have ended up much smaller and less massive.
- Conversely, Mars formed in the fat of the disk and should have ended up at 

least 10 times more massive than it is today.
- No good  explanation of  s the asteroid belt's existence — particularly why 

it's crudely divided into rocky bodies (called S types) nearer the Sun and 
dark, carbon-dominated hunks (C types) farther out.



…Migration of Gas Giants & Orbital 
resonnances…NICE MODEL (Gomez et a. 2005)



Nice Model: Morbidelli et al.. 



Grand Track Scenario ( Walsh et al. )   



…Migration of Gas Giants & Orbital resonnances
Grand Track Scenario …





…LUNAR EVOLUTION ...







• http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forkids/kidsclub/flash/i
ndex.html#.VxJdK2NeIT8



Mars Fleet







Opportunity's climb out of Victoria crater.

The images used to create this animation were taken on the 
three days Opportunity spent driving out of the crater on Aug. 

24, 26 and 28, 2008 (Sols 1630, 1632 and 1634)
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov
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Image NASA/JPL-Caltech/University of Arizona/Texas A&M University 

This sequence combines 32 images of clouds moving eastward across a Martian horizon. The 
Surface Stereo Imager on NASA's Phoenix Mars Lander took this set of images on Sept. 18, 2008, 
during early afternoon hours of the 113th Martian day of the mission. 











Even higher in the Martian sky, the Earth and Moon hang in space, as seen from Mars. The HiRISE camera onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter acquired this image at 
5:20 a.m. MST on October 3rd, 2007, at a range of 142 million kilometers, while orbiting Mars.











ExoMars 2016 objectives

Courtesy: H. Svedhem (ESA)
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ExoMars 2018 objectives

2018

TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES
 Surface mobility with a rover (having several kilometers range);

 Access to the subsurface to acquire samples (with a drill, down to 2-m depth);

 Sample acquisition, preparation, distribution, and analysis.

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
 To search for signs of past and present life on Mars;

 To characterize the water/subsurface environment as a function of depth in the 
shallow subsurface:

 To characterize the surface environment

Credit:  Hebes Chasma, MEX/HRSC



West Rim of Endeavour Crater on Mars 





A dust devil on Mars photographed by the 
Spirit rover on Sol 486 (the 486th day of the 

Martian year). Credit: NASA 

a large dust devil across the Arizona desert







Liquid Water : Seasonal flows on warm Martian slopes, 
Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL)

NATUREGEOSCIENCEDOI: 10.1038/ NGEO2546 LETTERS
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Figure 3 | RSL emanating from a central peak in Hale crater and associated CRISM spectrum. a, RSLon a central peak of Hale crater. Section of HiRISE

image ESP_032416_1440 (IRB) (Ls = 342, MY 31): north is up and light is from the left. White box with error bars shows the location of the CRISM pixels

with the uncertainty. b, IRspectrum from the RSL seen in the HiRISEimage. The symbols and the smoothing functions used are the same as in Figs 1and 2.
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Figure 4 | RSL and associated dark fans observed in Coprates Chasma and associated CRISM spectra. a, RSL emanating from bedrock exposures at

Coprates Chasma. Dark fans associated with RSL are indicated by arrows. Various coloured boxes show the approximate location of CRISM pixels shown

in b. Section of HiRISEimage ESP_031019_1650 (Ls = 279◦ , MY 31). b, Areas analysed in concurrent CRISM observation FRS00028E0A. Same RGB

channels are used as in Fig. 1b. c, Spectra from the three coloured pixels in b are shown ratioed to nearby non-RSL material.
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Yuty Crater, Mars

Dust storm near the northern polar 
cap of Mars, photographed by the 

Mars Global
Surveyor spacecraft on August 29, 

2000, the beginning of Martian 
summer.

The white material is frozen carbon 
dioxide. Although the winds reach 

speeds of up to 60 miles per 
hour, they are less destructive than 
storms on Earth, since the Martian 

atmosphere is thin.
From 

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap0
01009.html

Dust storm in the Sahara Desert 
on Earth, photographed by 

NASA's SeaWiFS project.

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap001009.html




Arres Valles “Twin Peaks,” Mars

Lavic Lake Desert, Earth
Wind erosion (aeolian processes) are important in arid (dry) environments. There is little 

vegetation to hold material down, so wind action causes most erosion.



Yuty Crater, Mars

Meteor impacts produce unique landforms on both Earth and Mars. Vegetation 
obscures some craters on Earth.

Meteor Crater, Earth



Yuty Crater, Mars

Meteor impacts produce unique landforms on both Earth 
and Mars. Vegetation obscures some craters on Earth.

Meteor Crater, Earth



South Candor Chasma, Mars

Running water can be powerful enough to create canyons, in a process known as 
canyon incision. The processes illustrated in these images though producing the same 
result, may not be the same. The Grand Canyon was formed by a combination of two 
processes: uplifting and downcutting.

Grand Canyon, Earth 



South Candor Chasma, Mars

Running water can be powerful enough to create canyons, in a process known as canyon incision. The 
processes illustrated in these images though producing the same result, may not be the same. The 

Grand Canyon was formed by a combination of two processes: uplifting and downcutting.

Grand Canyon, Earth 



Warrego Valles, Mars

Running water (fluvial processes) produces the distinctive branching pattern of streams 
evident in both images. Yemen, like Mars, was once a much wetter environment than it 
is today. Both images show “relic” landscapes, evidence of climate change.

Yemen, Earth



Warrego Valles, Mars

Running water (fluvial processes) produces the distinctive branching pattern of streams 
evident in both images. Yemen, like Mars, was once a much wetter environment than it is 

today. Both images show “relic” landscapes, evidence of climate change.

Yemen, Earth


